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Southampton Lighthouse International Church (SLIC) continues to thrive. In addition to regular church members, every Sunday there are new 
visitors, who note the friendliness and welcome they receive in this ethnically and culturally diverse church.

 
Progress towards being able to take on the building next door is dependent on factors beyond our control, but we hope that the various issues 
slowing this down will be resolved over the coming months. Gifts towards the repair and restoration of St Matthew’s have continued to come in as 
we prepare for a great deal of work that will need to be carried to make it fit and safe for use again. 

 
The year has been marked by growing involvement with the local community and increasing visibility amongst our neighbours in St Marys. Our 
summer event last year, based at Lighthouse and in the grounds of St Matthew’s was well visited by local people. The English classes run by our well 
qualified teachers have seen good numbers at beginner, intermediate and advanced levels. The teachers are preparing to run an additional group for 
those interested in using the bible as an English text for study and discussion.

 
We continue with our work of supporting and advising a number who have asylum and immigration issues. In today’s climate it is a fraught area for 
those with genuine reasons for staying, yet who come up against many obstacles in their efforts to make a valid case to the Home Office. We may 
need to increase our level of expertise in this field.

 
Members of SLIC have taken on the responsibility of running a local Kids Club based on the edge of the area that we serve. This has enabled small, 
hopefully expanding, group of 8 to 11 years old to be supported. 

 
Church also hosts a Football team composed of people from within the Church and locally community. The team plays within local league and offers 
“drop-in” game very Sunday evening through the summer months. 

 
The church will be developing its staff with the addition of a part-time intern or pastoral assistant later in 2016. This is an exciting development as it 
indicates our intention to start preparing a younger generation for leadership and transition in years to come. One of our existing pastors has 
reduced his work by a day per week.

 
Naujavan continues its transition to a more regional focus with the development of leadership in various centres nationally as well as in Toronto. 
The central team in Southampton will continue to give a lot of support as the regional teams grow in experience.

 
Other activities, for people people within the Church or associated with its members, continue to flourish amongst the children, youth, young adults 
and older people. There is a renewed sense of commitment to one another across the generations and a determination to serve our local 
community as fully as possible as resources and structures develop.

 




































